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Abstract
This paper describes POLYA, a model of diagram
use in support of geometry theorem-proving.
POLYA collects features from the diagram via a
shifting focus of attention. It uses those features to
index search scripts---routines to look for significant
patterns in the diagram---and proof scripts--routines
for translating objects in the diagram into statements
in the proof. This paper presents a partial
vocabulary of visual focus and action, suggests some
scripts for recognizing useful patterns, and describes
a mechanism for script selection.

Introduction
Geometry theorem-proving has a long history in AI,
including several programs which have made use of
diagrams (see [Koedinger & Anderson, 1990] for 
review). POLYA, the subject of this paper, is also 
geometry theorem-prover, but it distinguishes itself
from this history in two ways.

First, POLYA approaches geometry theorem-
proving through recognition rather than logic. On the
basis of visual features, POLYA recognizes the
applicability and relevance of specific geometry facts.

Second, POLYA collects features from the diagram
through a shifting focus of attention. The features are
used to identify significant patterns in the diagram.
In this respect, POLYA contrasts with most planning
and problem-solving systems which depend on a
complete symbolic description of the problem before
they can begin reasoning about it.

To make efficient use of a diagram in support of
constructing a proof, POLYA requires a visual
system, scripts for visual search, scripts for writing
proofs, and a mechanism for selecting scripts.

¯ A visual system. The specification of the
visual system comprises a vocabulary of
visual targets (what POLYA looks at), visual
results (what POLYA sees), and visual
actions (ways to shift the focus from one
target to another).

¯ Scripts for visual search. POLYA directs its
focus in response to previous visual results.

¯ Scripts for applying formal knowledge.
POLYA’s formal knowledge includes how to
write a piece of a proof based on a diagram.

* A mechanism to activate scripts. POLYA
uses an indexing scheme to activate relevant
scripts on the basis of sketchy perceptual
inputs.

Overview of POLYA
POLYA accepts as input a textual problem statement
and a diagram. The problem statement comprises a
list of "givens" and a goal. The diagram is currently
represented as a bitmap drawing. POLYA marks the
diagram to reflect the givens, and then begins collect-
ing from the diagram information which should
eventually enable it to construct a proof.

POLYA’s knowledge of how to use diagrams and
how to write proofs is contained in scripts. Search
scripts shift the focus of attention to gather informa-
tion about the diagram. Proof scripts translate pat-
terns in the diagram into statements in a proof.
POLYA recognizes the applicability of both kinds of
scripts on the basis of features detected in the dia-
gram; those recognized scripts represent POLYA’s
understanding of the problem at a given time.

POLYA has a tight control loop for collecting
visual features, selecting scripts, and deciding where
to look next (figure 1). The steps are:

----G
visual
result

script
recognizer

Figure 1: POLYA’s control loop for script recognition.
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What POLYA can look at What POLYA sees Examples Visual result
Single point ray-pattern X-HORIZ-UP

label LABEL-A
no. of angle marks 1-ANGLE-MARK

pair of points rel. positions P SKEWED
connecteclness CONNECTED

pair of segments rel. lengths 1<2
rel. extents

RJB
DISJOINT

rel. orientation C~n PARALLEL

triangle number of sides marked TWO-MARKED-SIDES
no. of angles marked ONE-MARKED-ANGLE
no. of interior lines 0-INTERIOR-LINES

triangle pair rel. orientations T/B-SYMMETRIC
rel. sizes APPROX-SAME-SIZE
rel. extents SHARED-SIDE

Figure 2: Part of the definition of POLYA’s focus of attention.

1. From a list of active search scripts, obtain a
list of suggested visual actions.

2. Select one visual action and perform it.
3. Pass the visual result to the active script

which suggested the action. Also pass the
visual result to inactive scripts indexed by
that result.

4. Update the list of active scripts, removing
ones which have "died" and adding ones
which have been made active by the last
visual result.

5. Repeat until a proof script has been activated.

When a proof script becomes active, POLYA runs
it in favor of any active search scripts. When the
proof script halts (successful or not), the search
scripts resume control. POLYA halts when the proof
is complete.

POLYA’s algorithm and its visual system are not
yet fully implemented; however, the remainder of
this paper will describe how we plan to address the
theoretical issues and challenges of using a diagram
to support theorem-proving.

POLYA’s visual system
The design of POLYA’s visual system is influenced
by certain facts about the human visual system. The
human visual field does not have uniform resolution,
but has a very small area (about 3 degrees) of high
resolution at the fovea with much lower resolution
elsewhere. Much of the success of human vision is
due to our ability to shift the fovea rapidly among

areas of likely interest, with additional processing
relating those narrow perceptions [Carpenter 1988].

Researchers in computer vision have recently
begun to consider seriously the computational advan-
tages and challenges offered by a low-resolution
visual field with a narrow high-resolution fovea
[Schwartz, TistareUi, Swain, etc.] and, more generally,
the notion of a focus of attention [Ballard, Clark]. In a
similar way, we assume that POLYA cannot parse the
entire diagram all at once, but must direct its focus of
attention. An important part of the research is to
determine exactly what information needs to be ex-
tracted from a diagram to support geometric reason-
ing, and how that information should be gathered.

Focus of attention
Like the human visual system, POLYA shifts its focus
to objects of likely interest, or visual targets, to obtain a
description of the object, a visual result. The
functional requirements of geometry problem-solving
motivates the choice of possible targets and the
results, as does a desire for cognitive plausibility.
Eventually, we would like POLYA’s model to tell us
something about human geometric problem-solving.

Figure 2 contains excerpts from the specification of
POLYA’s visual system. The visual results are
similar to the information returned by the retrieval
processes described in [Lindsay 1988]. Note that
POLYA can focus on pairs of objects, such as two
triangles or a point and a segment, as well as on
individual objects. In focusing on pairs of objects,
POLYA loses specific information about the indivi-
dual objects while gaining relational information. For
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example, looking at a pair of triangles yields no
information about markings on the individual tri-
angles; for that information POLYA must focus on
one triangle at a time.

Visual actions
Given its limited focus, POLYA needs to look around.
POLYA has three types of actions for shifting its
focus: FIND, LOOK-AT, and COMPARE. All three shift
the focus and return description of the object(s)
newly focused on. FIND shifts the focus to a hypo-
thesized object whose description is (partly) known
but whose location is not known. FIND may return
NIL if no object exists matching the description.
LOOK-AT shifts the focus to an object whose location
is known but whose description is not known.
COMPARE shifts the focus to pairs of objects.
FIND(marked segment), LOOK-AT(lower-left-vertex),
and COMPARE(symmetric-triangle-pair) are instances
of the three action types.

Geometric scripts
POLYA’s knowledge of where to look for features in
a diagram, as well as its knowledge of how to write
proofs, is contained in geometry scripts. These are
modelled after the scripts described in [Schank &
Abelson, 1977] for organizing episodic memory and
implemented in SAM for understanding newspaper
stories [Cullingford 1978]. Originally conceived for
story understanding, scripts store knowledge of
routine actions and sequences of events so that, once
a script has been selected, inferencing is tightly
controlled.

POLYA has two kinds of scripts: search scripts and
proof scripts. Both kinds of scripts have triggering sets,
sketchy lists of perceptual features which suggest the
relevance of the script.

Search scripts
Search scripts direct sequences of visual actions to
identify particular patterns in the diagram. They also
predict the results of those actions. If a prediction is
not met, the script dies.

For example, the TRIANGLE-CONGRUENCE search
script can be triggered on the basis of seeing a
segment that is marked within a diagram exhibiting
symmetry. Its first visual action is to FIND a marked
triangle (preferably attached to that segment); the
prediction associated with this action is a non-nil
triangle-visual-result. If the prediction is satisfied, it
then uses the symmetry of the figure to COMPARE the
triangle with its symmetric matching triangle. At this
point the TRIANGLE-CONGRUENCE script ends; a
more specific instance of it, such as SSS-SHARED-SIDE
(a proof script) may take over on the basis of the
result of the COMPARE.

Proof scripts
Proof scripts correspond to formal geometric facts--
axioms, theorems, and properties. They are similar to
the Diagram Configuration schemas in Koedinger &
Anderson’s DC [1990]. However, the proof-writing
knowledge of POLYA’s proof scripts is very specific
and uni-directional, whereas DC’s schema may
package multiple rules for forward or backward
inferencing.

Proof scripts have four parts:

1. A triggering set.
2. A pattern recognition routine as contained

in search scripts.
3. A template for writing a piece of a proof.
4. A routine for fleshing out the template.

Once activated by a match against the trigger set,
proof scripts operate in two phases. First, using the
sketchy information that triggered them, they look
for a pattern which, if found, guarantees the
applicability of the proof script. Second, they look
again at the diagram to flesh out the template with
the objects to which the steps in the proof refer.

The SSS-SHARED-SIDE script, a proof script, can
prove that two triangles sharing a side are congruent
to each other, if the other two pairs of sides are
congruent (see the triangle-pair example in figure 2).
It is triggered on the basis of a triangle visual result in
which two of the triangle’s sides are marked, and a
triangle-pair result in which the two triangles share a
side. Because these results may be separated in time,
there is no guarantee that they have anything to do
with each other, so the first actions of the SSS-
SHARED-SIDE script verify that each of the triangles
which share a side have two sides marked. Addi-
tional actions locate the corresponding pairs of
marked sides, and the shared unmarked side. Once it
has filled these slots, POLYA knows a potential piece
of the proof.

Script selection
Scripts are selected whenever their triggering sets
match the current perceptions of the diagram.
Ideally, exactly one script will be "active" at any time,
directing POLYA’s focus of attention. In practice, this
is not often the case. Without the directed search of a
script, it is impossible to distinguish between closely
related scripts. The best we can hope for is that at
least one script is always active, and that no more
than a few scripts are ever active at once. Inevitably,
POLYA will have to devote some effort to arbitrating
among a few scripts.

The examples and easy problems in a good
geometry text are clues to the content of scripts for
recognizing and using specific geometry facts and the
triggering sets for those scripts. For example, when
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the triangle congruence theorems are introduced in
[Rhoad et al., 1986], the diagrams in the examples and
first several problems emphasize two types of
patterns: triangles with two parts marked (sides,
angles, or a combination), and triangles with three
parts marked. The associated skills are, respectively,
to identify what third side or angle would have to be
marked for a particular theorem to apply (always two
possible theorems), and to identify which one
theorem (if any) applies to the given case.

The method of script selection and application
described here models forward inference for simple
cases, as exhibited by geometry experts in protocols
[Koedinger & Anderson 1990]. It omits any discus-
sion of goal-directed inference, which an intelligent
system almost certainly needs for complicated
problems. A goal could be incorporated as a feature
used in script-selection, but POLYA’s model does not
yet handle goal-based suppression of scripts.

Conclusion
POLYA solves geometry problems by recognizing, on
the basis of features in the diagram, what geometric
facts may apply. However, POLYA cannot see
everything at once, and therefore must be selective
about where it looks.

To direct its focus of attention, POLYA has
knowledge of how to search diagrams for useful
patterns as well as knowledge of how those patterns
map into proofs. Its knowledge is stored in scripts,
which are triggered by features in the diagram.
Search scripts collect visual inputs; those inputs may
activate other scripts. Proof scripts direct the focus to
verify the applicability of a particular geometric fact,
and then to locate the objects needed to write part of
a proof.

When complete, POLYA’s vocabulary of visual
targets, visual inputs, visual actions, and search and
proof scripts will define a content theory of the
knowledge required to use diagrams in support of
geometry theorem-proving.
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